JSTOR Secondary Schools Collection

A specially created package of over 2,700 archival journals and four primary source collections covering the arts, sciences, and business.

JSTOR provides students with authoritative, academic and trusted material to research topics across the curriculum. Considered a core resource by universities worldwide JSTOR helps students develop research skills and gives them a head start at university.

Journals cover over 60 disciplines in the following collections:
- All 15 Arts & Sciences Collections
- Life Sciences Collection
- Ecology & Botany II Collection
- Business IV Collection
- All Four Primary Source Collections

Tools to support research include:

‘Cite this item’ enables students to export preformatted citations. My Workspace helps students organise research for articles they want to work with later, they can group citations, file articles and add notes.

Free JSTOR Labs tools:

Understanding Great Works connects primary texts with journal articles. Text Analyzer allows students to upload their own document, the tool processes the text and recommends relevant JSTOR content.

“The quality of resources that students can access via JSTOR provides more depth and challenge than students ordinarily encounter in their usual Google searches, which means that they can construct more complex and sophisticated arguments.”

Alison Scott, Head of Library, Fairholme College

For a free, no obligation trial, visit www.jcsonlineresources.org